Course: CRCJ 1000 A
Facilitator: Arden Day
Week: 3

Welcome to PASS, a safe and collaborative learning space!
Please have this worksheet on hand throughout the workshop (either printed out or downloaded in an editable format),

Opener: Test Your Knowledge (10 Minutes)
Grab your device and get ready to compete against your classmates, while reviewing important course terminology.
Activity One: 1,2,3, Panic! (20 Minutes)
Can you identify the five features of a Moral Panic in real life media? As a group discuss.

1.) Concern: ________________________________________________________________
2.) Hostility:_________________________________________________________________
3.) Consensus: _______________________________________________________________
4.) Disproportionality: ________________________________________________________
5.) Volatility:_________________________________________________________________
Make note of examples here:

Activity Two: The Ideal Victim Pictionary (20 Minutes)
Get creative and draw the “ideal victim” using a pen and paper. Share with your classmates key characteristics you drew.
Use this space to draw:

List key characteristics here:
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Activity Three: Escape the Court Room (20 Minutes)
Do you have what it takes to escape? Using clues, identify which Court Room you have been placed into as a team.

The Supreme Court
of Canada

Provincial Courts of
Appeal

Superior Trial
Courts

Provincial Trial
Courts
Closer: Lets Talk!
How is online school going for you? Share some tips with your classmates.

Key Vocabulary!
Problem Frame- A narrative that is easily understood, because it focuses on the existence of something extraordinary
and “bad” that effects many people, and identifies unambiguous solutions that can be implemented in the future.
Moral Entrepreneur- A person or group that takes the lead in identifying certain behaviours as deviant and in need of
legal action.
Actus Reus- The criminal act or personal conduct relating to a crime.
Mens Rea- The mental element of a criminal offence or the state of mind of the offender.
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